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Brazen
Heartless Bastards

A while back I submitted the lyrics to this song to some lyrics website and I ve
seen 
have popped up around some other sites.  I don t know how accurate they are but
I have 
to many different versions of the song is this the best I got.  Hopefully
someone 
from the band can set us straight.

These are the chords as I have been able to work them out.  Use Barre A for the 
interlude after the chorus.

OUTRO CHORDS

E7* - 0    E7sus2* - 0
      0              0
      9              7
      0              0
      11             9
      0              0

Intro
Barre A -->  E x2

VERSE 1

A                           E
And I, I was up past the dawn.   Spots of twilight gone.
A                                        E
I ve been hounded by the wounds that speak, with spittle bitter tongue.
A                            E
Things eclipsing all the time. for bending more s a lie.
A                                 E                  A        
    E
And I always learn the hard-way, its instinct to be truuuuuuuuuuuuuue,
                   A                     E
an instinct to be truuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuee.

CHORUS

A                                         E
And Im, gonna tell this world. The only difference now. Is that Im envisioning.
A                                         E
And Im, gonna spread my wings. Cuz I m envisioning, my only sinking shiiiiiipp

Barre A --> ---> E x2



VERSE 2

And I, I was walking on a fire.  Coals beneath my feet.
The smoke has risen up. And now your sufferins came to me.
Things eclipsing all the time. for bending more s a lie.
And I always learn the hard-way, its instinct to be truuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuue, an
instinct 
be truuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuue.

CHORUS
And Im, gonna tell this world. The only difference now. Is that Im envisioning.
And Im, gonna spread my wings. Cuz I m envisioning, my only sinking shippppppppp

A                      E
And oh, everywhere I go. Taken with that same old feeling with me now, its get
me 
my ups and downs. X2

E
Im wide awake x3

OUTRO

Barre A --->  E7 ------> E7sus2  ------> Barre A

Please feel free to email comments or suggestions.  I love this song..if you are
not 
with it then go to Itunes and try it out!

Sam Rifkin


